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Flying by Faith 
Recently I was tasked with providing some 
eLearning maintenance courses for our pilots in 
Papua New Guinea. Interesting?! 

Although “collide” is not a term we like to use 
in the aviation industry, it seems that the 
provision by the Airworthiness Authority (CASA) 
of PNG which allows pilots to do some basic 
maintenance tasks, has collided with the 
requirement for our engineers to have an 
additional approval to certify our aircraft which 
will be flying Single Engine IFR. 

Hang on… IFR means Instrument Flight Rules 
and allows flying through the clouds… in the 
extremely mountainous terrain of Papua New 
Guinea… with one engine?! Yes… precisely! 

We fly IFR in other countries, which are not 
quite as mountainous as PNG, but I hung up 
my silk scarf and goggles after we left Ethiopia 
around the turn of the century, and flying IFR 
with a single engine was not permitted there, 
so I never had much opportunity to fly IFR. 

Instrument Flight Rules can be summarized as: 
trust the instruments in the aircraft; don’t 
trust your feelings. When you feel like you are 
turning, or descending, or accelerating, don’t 
make any power or course corrections until you 
have consulted the instruments. 

I call it ‘Flying by Faith’, and I could stretch the 
analogy by saying don’t trust what you see 
outside, ‘cos you really can’t see much outside 
anyway – there is much more to see inside! 

Pilots who are trained and experienced in flying 
IFR could reassure you that if one instrument 
fails (it happens) there are several other 
instruments which can be consulted to give a 
composite picture of reality, which can’t be seen 
outside the windscreen. The chance of all of the 
instruments failing is so remote that it is far 
more risky to trust your feelings or what you see 
around you, to determine what is happening to 
your airplane in the atmosphere. 

I believe there is a scriptural parallel... 

We recall the story of Peter, when he stepped 
out of the boat during a huge storm, and by faith 
walked on the water to Jesus. But when he took 
his eyes off Jesus, he began to sink. Likewise, if 
our pilots take their eyes off the instruments in 
the clouds, they will lose situational awareness. 
Looking around outside isn’t going to help – the 
truth is right in front of them, and as long as 
they trust their instruments, they’ll be fine. 

“But what if the engine fails?” I hear you cry! 
Don’t worry, it’s made in Canada, eh? 

Seriously, the proven reliability of the engine far 
surpasses the minimum requirements, but that’s 
why our engineers and pilots have to be trained 
to a higher level, to recognize any deterioration. 
Having said all that, I would like to encourage 
you to pray for our pilots, and our engineers, 
who always have to be vigilant in their work! 

Imprisoned 
And that may be the perfect segue to a story 
that has been ongoing for far too long...  

Ryan Koher, an American pilot serving with 
Ambassador Aviation (MAF’s operation in 
Mozambique), was arrested on 4 Nov. 2022, 
along with two South African men, Willem du 
Plessis and Eric Dry. They had brought essential 
supplies to the airport for a flight destined for an 
orphanage in northern Mozambique. This was 
nothing new, as annual supply flights have been 
made to this orphanage since 2014. 
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Imprisoned (cont’d) 
During a routine airport security scan ahead of 
Ryan’s chartered flight, police officials took a 
special interest in the supplies, which included 
vitamins, over-the-counter medication, and 
food preservatives. The planned flight to the 
north of the country raised more suspicion 
since there is conflict in this region and there is 
general mistrust of foreigners who handle 
goods in the area. 
 

Before the supplies were even loaded onto the 
plane, the police seized them and the aircraft 
and detained Ryan, Willem, and Eric on 
suspicion of supporting rebel activity in the 
area. The men were initially imprisoned locally 
but have since been relocated to a maximum-
security prison near the capital, Maputo. 
 

To date, no formal charges have been made, 
and bail has been denied. A criminal 
investigation is currently underway and Ryan’s 
lawyer and the US Embassy are doing all that 
they can to clarify and remedy the situation. 
The Mozambican government has been 
obtaining various documentation from the 
orphanage involved. Contrary to the suspicion 
of supporting the rebels, Ambassador Aviation 
has helped evacuate innocent victims in the 
past, and flown in health workers, food and 
medicines after rebels attacked their villages. 
 

 
  

Please pray for the release of the three men 
and for Ryan’s wife Annabel and their two 
young sons, Elias and Hezekiah, who have 
relocated near to MAF headquarters in the USA, 
where they have more support from family. 

An Encouraging E-mail 

 

That’s all it said. But when I saw this brief report 
one morning last week, my mind went spinning 
back more than 30 years. 

When I first went to work in Angola in 1991, 
Basilio was the young maintenance assistant who 
greeted me and showed me where everything 
was located. He often helpfully suggested how 
we did it “last time”. Although our family had to 
leave Angola after a year due to the resumption 
of the civil war, Basilio stayed, and greeted the 
next Director of Maintenance, and the next... 
Basilio has cheerfully outlasted eight Directors of 
Maintenance, and now has seven children! 

 

Now, because the online maintenance courses I 
am creating are available to MAF programmes in 
Africa, Asia-Pacific, and even our flight and 
maintenance training school in Alberta, I seem to 
be connecting with so many old (and new) 

colleagues, which just encourages me!      

 

Thank you so much for your partnership  
in the life-changing ministry of MAF! 

 




